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WELCOMEWELCOME
TO TO EDUEDU  PLATPLAT

The project's goal is to create an educational network
where students, families, schools, teachers, and other
education professionals can collaborate, share
resources, and add value to all contributions and
contributors.



Eduplat allows students to expand their skills and participate in the
digital transformation and development of an educational
community. Furthermore, collaborating to develop innovative
materials and sharing digital resources will aid in adapting to change
while reducing the printing of millions of textbooks, the majority of
which are used by a single student. Digital resources, on the other
hand, can be more easily tailored to each individual, promoting
inclusion and diversity in all areas of education. Because many of
these resources are the result of many authors working together, it
will increase citizen participation and build relationships that can
lead to participation in other areas.

WHAT WHAT EDUEDU  PLAT PLAT OFFERS?OFFERS?



WHAT WHAT EDUEDU  PLATPLAT
OFFERS?OFFERS?

Innovative learning and teaching practices will be
encouraged as shared resources receive and are valued by
users.There will be incentives (including awards and
certificates) for resource excellence that leads to improved
learning, teaching, and skill development.Some comments
will include advice for teachers on how to improve their
skills.



EDUEDU  PLATPLAT INVOLVES SEVERAL INVOLVES SEVERAL
GROUPS:GROUPS:
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STUDENTSSTUDENTS
They will be able to take part in the activities, rate them, and
provide feedback. Young people's assistance will be greatly
appreciated in EDUPLAT because they have more
imagination, which enhances their creativity. They will also
be able to assist other students and encourage their teachers
to use EDUPLAT.



They will be able to participate in activities, rate them, and
provide feedback. Their professional contribution will be
greatly appreciated in EDUPLAT, and they will benefit
greatly from the platform. They will be able to improve
their skills in their EDUPLAT profiles among them.

TEACHERSTEACHERS



They will benefit from having a dynamic platform full of
resources as well as the ability to integrate LMS (Learning
Management Systems) and thus reduce costs. They can, on the
other hand, promote the use of EDUPLAT by organizing
conferences and seminars, for example.

SCHOOLSSCHOOLS



They will be able to assist their trainee teachers in taking
advantage of EDUPLAT and finding more suitable jobs.
On the other hand, because university students are
motivated, energetic, and have good computer skills,
teacher training courses can provide excellent resources.

EDUCATIONALEDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONSINSTITUTIONS



Τhey will be able to contact curriculum developers in
order to have their syllabi listed, and teachers
preparing students for exams will benefit from this.

TEACHER TRAININGTEACHER TRAINING
SCHOOLSSCHOOLS



They can use EDUPLAT to publish their research
findings, hold conferences, and share their ideas for
the benefit of the community and themselves.

SPECIALSPECIAL
EDUCATORSEDUCATORS



They can take advantage of the network's services
and contribute to its success. These win-win
relationships ensure EDUPLAT's long-term viability.

OTHER PROFESSIONALS INOTHER PROFESSIONALS IN
THE FIELD OF EDUCATIONTHE FIELD OF EDUCATION



MEET OUR TEAMMEET OUR TEAM

3.
BIENESDAR

 

1.
INSTITUTO DUARTE

DE LEMOS

2.
FUTURODIGITALE

4.
EUROPEAN INSTITUTE

FOR LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT

 

https://www.bienesdar.org/


CONTACT US

https://www.facebook.com/EduPlat.gr

https://www.instagram.com/eduplat.gr/

https://twitter.com/Eduplat_gr

eduplat.org

info@eurolocaldevelopment.org
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THANK YOU!THANK YOU!


